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In response to Mr. Taylor’s letter from Sept. 19 “Illogical arguments put forth on AltaLink power line 
project” we can only assume that he has no direct knowledge of dealing with either the AUC or AltaLink. 
Rather than the AUC being applauded, they should be questioned on why the hearing that was so important 
to the wellbeing of many residents was held at 9 a.m. on a Tuesday, a day and time guaranteed to be most 
awkward for the majority of hard working landowners to attend. The AUC should also be questioned on 
why Alberta’s taxpayers had to foot the bill for the expensive ‘experts’ called by AltaLink. Also, we need 
to ask why the AUC transcript from Day 1 of the hearing was not available to landowners that evening, but 
the AltaLink lawyer not only had a full printed transcript, but also a live feed streamed instantly to his 
computer for his convenience. 

If, as Mr. Taylor suggests, he is not wanting hard earned tax dollars wasted, then he needs not to attack 
innocent landowners caught in AltaLink’s rush to dot Alberta with expensive power lines, but to the 
Alberta Government for allowing this to happen. News reporter Gillian Slade hit the nail on the head in her 
column from the previous week “AltaLink power line hearings intimidating, unfair to residents” with her 
perceptively written article on how much of tax payers’ dollars were at AltaLink’s disposal to fight the 
hearing. 

A later letter to the News on Sept. 25, by AltaLink’s Director of External Engagement, Mr. Schriener, 
details all the efforts that the company has made to consult with the landowners and residents of the 
affected areas. This has included, as he stated “more than 500 face-to face meetings,” also following up all 
visits with detailed paper work, holding many open houses for each proposed route, sending out EMF 
experts from Calgary to one house and the following week paying expenses to have the same expert visit 
the property next door, mailing out expensive packages of glossy literature for landowners to look at all the 
proposed routes, and lastly the two-day hearing. All these visits and corporate posturing has used money 
that is ultimately footed by every taxpayer in Alberta. 

Clearly new power infrastructure is needed in the province.However, if all the money from all these months 
of so called ‘public input’ had been saved, the lines could have been buried underground, as many of the 
developed and aware nations in Europe are now starting to do with these high voltage lines.This affects 
everyone, not just people living within sight of the lines.If these large corporations are continually allowed 
to rape the Alberta countryside all for the sake of profits and the bottom line, what hope is there for the next 
generation? 
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